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"AUSTRALIAN LAW REFORM COMMISSION AND PATIENTS' RIGHTS

The Australian Law ~Reform Commission has become concerned in the subject

atients' rights, confidentiality and privacy because of a number of tasks given to it by
'0-1","'\;--, -- - , ,". - .

-:E~deral_ Attorney-General for thereform of laws which are a Federal responsibility in

~i~;ii~.;BasicallY,. medicalla~ in this country is a St~.te responsibility. It is not, as such,....-". ' ..... ~.~ . .
"::;J;f }he, areas of the law assigned by the Cons~itution to the Commonwealth

H,a_J!1~~.t~>.-Non~theless, in a number of area.s the c"ommonwealth has a legitimate

_l.1.,er_~.I_1) t,hr ~e~ritories, for example, the CO'mmission was asked to prepare a report on

Iri:~~ Tis~u'~ Trans lants. That report has now been adopteq in the Capital Territory and

.~ortt1~rn Territory. It is also the basis of new legislation in Queensland. I gather it

·{::~;on.:.·.b'~.~doPted.inVictoria ~d that it is under active consideration in New South

ThHs a proposal framed ~or a Commonweal.th Territory has become the' basis of

I~W~.p'n a complex, sensitive and controversial medical topic.

T~ree current projects before the Australian Law. Reform Commission require

look, girec:tly or indirectly, at the law ~overning medical and hospital records. These

l>rojects are:

.Pri.vacy.. Our inquiry .into Federal laws for the prot~ction of privacy in Australia.

Certainly in the Territories and possibly, in due course, in respect of data bases

linked by telecommunications, Commonwealth laws are needed for the better

protection of in9ividual privacy. The need has_ arisen in part because of· the

development of new -intrusive technology, such as computer and surveillance

devices., In partJ the greater powers of government officials to intrude into our

lives represent a danger to privacy that must be checked with appropriate new,

effective safeguards. This is not a local concern only. It is an international concern

of all developed Western communities.
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Evidence. A second project we have is our inqu"iry into the law of evidence. This

may seem, at "first blush, to be remote from the issues of medical confidentiality

and patients' rights. However, it is the law of evidence which governs the

compellability and admissibility of· evidence in courts and tribunals. In about half of

the jurisdictions· of the United S~ates evidence law prevents questions being asked

concerning treatment of a patient, without that patient's consent. In Australia a

similar inhibition exists oniy in Victoria, the Northern Territory snd Tasmania and

then limited to civil trials and wi.th some notable exceptions. The reasoning behind

the protection of medical confidences by the law of evidence in these jurisdictions

) is. founded in the belief that upholding public health and the ability of people,

without inhibition, to consult doctors and hospitals, is even more important, as a

, social good, than securing all relevant evidence in courts of law and tribunals.

Child Welfare. The Law.Reform Commission has also been asked to report on the

law of child welf~re in the Australian Capital Territory. Here again is a Territorial

inquiry which may have value to State colleagues. The issue of. child abuse and

society's response to it raises questions of medical confide-ntiality. The Queensland

Minister for Health, Mr. Austin, was recently reported as saying that the BI cases

of child abuse reported in Queensland in the last six months were merely the 'tip of

the iceberg') He described child abuse as a growing problem in Queensland and

said some parents lshopped· around' ·for treatment for their children by visiting

various hospitals and doctors to disguise the fact that the victims had suffered

previous injuries. H~ foreshadowed more powers for police and doctors to ensure

that maltreated or neglected children were taken into care by the State. Similar

proble~s confront the Law R:form Com m~ssion in the. Capital Territory. But the

resistance of the medical profession to quties of compUlsorily reporting suspected

cases of child abuse are we.ll known. Doctors and hospitals are resistant _to

becoming, as they say, agents of the State for compulsory reporting. They fear a

diminution in their effectiveness. One medical practitioner told our public hearing

in Canberra that he would never report a person who came to him for treatment, or

treatment of his Child, whatever the law said. Respect for the patient's

confidentiality is generally well ·entrenched in the medical profession of our

country.
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,"'~:~:W~~-prOblems have occurred or come to light in recent months affecting the

~'~~"brganisation of health services in Australia, health record-keeping practices

<'o/l~~~~-of {Jatients' records. These developments suggest the need for new rules

i~f~~irig:'completeness and clarity to the law governing confidentiality of patients'

i;~Ti~iLding in the hospital context. Among the problems to' Which I' would draw
::' -h~ ,-:'
ic'attention are three:

'.;·The<':gTowing use of automated data processes in both private and pUblic sectors of

health care and related services.

Changes in the delivery and organisatio.n of medical health care services affecting

. privacy and confidentiality of patients.

Intrusions by police, Health Department and other government officials in response

-;fg~uspected cases of abuse of medical funding by doctors 'and other members of

the<he~8.lth care professions.

·ndeat"""w'ith these problems, each of which affects patients' rights, in turn.
"--c' ._' "', . .

··OMP.!JTERISATION OF MEDICAL AND HOSPITAL RECORDS

. __The use of .c;p'fTIputers in both private and pUblic sectors of health care and

:eia~ed;:>er,y.tces is already widespread and is growing at a rapid rate. Computers are no~

"u~e)n-:t.he he'alth field in all Australian States and the Australian Capital Territory. In

Victoria, :f~r example, many hospitals have either installed their own system or utilised

i~~e :~~.~Vi~'~~Of loc,al co~puter service bureau~. In New South Ws:les, a number of systems

;~i1ave 'been developed and introduced into hospitals on a regional basis. Similar

"·'developmen·ts have occurred in other States. S.ome Adelaide hospitals, for example, use

.,p·ers~nn~l and payroll computer services provided by the Health Computing Service at

.,-', MoiuiSh ·University. Other local ~omputer servic~ bureaux operate in Victoria. In the

\'f~t~re, 'if they' do not already exist, we can expect computer linkage system~ betwe~n
. 'hospitals In Australia, between Australian hospitals and computer service bureaux, and

.between' Australian hospitals and service bureaux and .'those overseas. The Health

Computing Service on a fee for services basis, provides services for approximately 130

separate' clients, some being annexes of specialist departments, within a larger health

care complex. The centre prOVides services specifically related to medical records in

excess of 40 clients. The main utilisation of these computer facilities by hospitals relates

to admi~sion and discharge information, patient location, condition and accounts, and

morbidity statistics. In hospitals, the computer centre facility is utilised through installing

an on-line system, being a terminal, printers, and associated software.
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Each of these hospitai systems is connected to the computer centre by a 'dedicated'

Tel~com landline, that is, a telephone line only utilised by the hospital involved. Ten

hospitais in Melbourne are currently 2 linked to the compute~ centre in this manner. The

hospi!als are not, however, linked to each other, or to other institutions or computer

centres. It appeared in 1979 that interest was growing among health care providers in a

linkage of that type and that some form of - inter-hospital linkage was likely to be

introduced in Victoria Within the. next decade. Such an inter-hospital linkage system is

nowo(?erating in New Zealand (known as the Central Patient Medical Index (PMI)

introduced in 1976 and operated by the New Zealand Health Department).3

CHANGES IN HEALTH CARE SERVICES

Changes in the delivery and organisation of medical health care services place

privacy and confidentiality at risk to a greater extent than could ever have been

envisaged in the period when the framework of rules for determining the legal

implications of the doctor-patient relationship were developing. The existence of patient.

medical records is a relatively recent event in the history of delivery of medical care. For

centuries, doctors enjoyed a very .direct and personal relationship with their patients,

which rarely involved a third party, much le·ss a hospital computer services bureau. The

original concept of the 90ctor writing notes for his own benefit,around which the

contractual and equitabfe rules establishing duties of secrecy were established, has

inevitably changed. to One where he and many others write notes for the .benefit of

colleagues and other health care prOViders who are, or might become involved, in the care

of the patient concerned.4 Other related developments include that of the 'Problem

Oriented Medical Record' which makes all information more readily available, enhancing

the possibility of illegal intrusion.5 Rather than encouraging patient confidentiality on

important issues, the POMR probably detracts from it. Another new development in the

hospital context is that of 'peer review', the implementation of which is being promoted

by the Australian Council on Hospital Standards. Peer review is a formal process requiring

the gathering of statistical information and descriptive reporting on the performance of

individual clinicians. ~The purpose of this process is to allow feed back to aberrant

professionals. The peer review system provides access to information by.the professionals

concerned; and any clinician whose work is questioned has the right to appeal in respect of

any of his or her priVileges which might be curtailed. Other developments occurring

generally in the medical field6 are:

shorter working hours for doctors, more partnerships and more locum services;

increased mobility amo~gst doctors and patients, resulting in transient

professional relationships and communications;
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:6:~tter educated and increasingly independent patients willing to seek second
-" <.-,
medic'a! X>pinions and to change doctors;

:Tt~i~o~ingsurplus of doctors;

fFfhe':'sh"ift'towards salaried m~dical employment;

:.th~··~d~veloprtJ.ent of teams consisting of general practitioners, specialists,

"nurses~ -social workers, psychologists, physiotherapists, to be found in a

i:;)~'-_;_,div~rsitY of settings such as community health teams, health centres,

'~-abOI"tibn clinics and sports medicine clinics;

._, 'd~yelopments in-clinical education of medical and other health students in a

'>,Wide'variety- of innovative ,community settings;

"innovations in record-keeping practices themselves, which vary enormously

"fro"n, "hospital to hospital. Thus, some hospitals leave the medical record at

the:foot of the patient's bed or allow him to take the record home;

"a 'growing circle ~f secretarial, clerical, administrative and computer staff

"c'onc'erned with the flood' of patient information.

;':'':":e:re' hht some 'of the new I?henomena in the medical field. When taken together, they

fid~" an '~nviri:;nment where patient privacy' and confidentiality are at risk.

EXisting l~gal remedies for mishandled information address themselves to the

;a:tiv-ely rare situation Where the subject becomes aware of the mishandling as a

~s~qu"en~e'of being hurt by it. He may then obtain damages to compensate him for what

-':'~s lost as;-a" consequence of the mishandling,. or he may obtain an injunction to prevent

L-:'Itiori~>Btit-·c'ompensation for loss' after the wrong is done is an unsatisfactory way of

~rint··fair record-keeping practices in hospitals. An analogy can be drawn between

p'itai r~cord-keeping practices and factory s~fety precautio"ns. The factory worker who

es 8Jiarm as a consequence of the factory owner's negligence may of course sue for

"mages. But this common law remedy is not considered sufficient by Parliament as an

·d~ceme1).t to the maintenance by factory owners generally of adequate safety

,recautions. Detailed regulations set out safety precautions to be followed in factories far

},e-"protectian of workers; and an inspectorate is assigned the task of ensuring that these

"'fety standards are complied with. The law does not limit ~he weap~ns in its armoury to

',those which apply after a particular worker is injured. .
,c:;c" , --
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The problem of ensuring compli'ance with adequate da.ta security practices in

hospitals is compounded by the fact that, asa consequence of the introduction of

electronic data processing, there is an increased chance of people being hurt without their

knowing of it. Medical records are already of great interest to health insurers,

government payers, law enforcement authorities, welfare c:.·2partments, schools,

researchers, credit grantors, and employers. Attempts are made in the hospital context to

avoid the curiosity of 'such groups being satisfied at the expense of pat·ients' privacy. But

pressures and opportunities for disclosur~ are great. There is cet:tainly no effective law to

prevent widespread disclosures, and a lack of generally adopted data security standards

makes intrusion into the hospital record a real possibility. At present in Australian

hospitals, information sharing in the hospital context itself it not limited on s l need to

know' basis, but may be communicated merely to the idly curious, a situation of which

[>stients are generally unaware. A patient whose blood group has been rnisrecorded or

transferred inaccurately from p. data- storage facility elsewhere, may very soon discover·

that his personal information has been mishandled. But a parent whose child has been

incorrectly assessed in a hospital may not be aware that this is the reaso~ why a welfare

benefit, such as the handicapped child's allowance, has been disallowed or cancelled.

Varying ethical codes apply. Indeed, in certain areas of health care practice there is a

total absence of any kind of ethical code. Varying levels of appreciation of the legal rights

and liabilities arising from a particular situation, due,quite understandably, to the

vagueness and the vagaries of the existing legal framework, exist. As a result, disclosure

and other information handling practices will vary from place to place, ranging from the

dangerously restrictive - a computer program concerning the patient's general treatment

deni~s a pharmacist information which would have indicated that an incorrect drug had

been prescribed - or dangerously slack - Where a nursing aide reveals details of a

patient's health and financial position to a priva.te investigator.

OFFICIAL SEARCHES

One of the most unhappy features of medical practice in recent years in- .

Australia has been the growing number and, let us be frank, the growing necessity _of-~<

offici.al inspection of medical and other health care records produced by the rash of the,;:

so-called 'Medibank fraud' cases. The issue is very much a live one today. In Sydney on l~-"

September the Institute of Criminology of Sydney University is to conduct a seminar on

the SUbject of medical professional crime. Almost every week, fresh evidence comeS

before the co~rts of frauds against the Commonwealth revenue or other offences provided

for by Commonwealth law. In such circumstances, some diminution of doctor/patient.

confidentiality, in the investigation of .such crimes, would seem to be
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.e.'J<"~') in the case of legal practitionersl privilege, so well entrenched and long

privilege may be overridden in certain <;ircumstances where the dealing

B:~~:~;_~~d c~ent is itself fraudulent or criminal. It would appear to me to be too

"C;':,say_,that a d~ctor's records should not be examined without his consent (or even

l~ht's c.onsent) when investigating an- offence alleged against the doctor or patient

'~:~~:b.therwise, we co~id sometimes be c.ommitting investigation and enforcement of

:~'iruillaw- and breaches of statute to the consent of the very person under suspicion

~J;__'~er~ons:upon whom he may sometimes exercise influence. The Pharmaceutical

~t_,§:cheme of.theCommonwealth currently involves payments of slibstantial sums.by

'in·rtlbriw.ea.1th; 'presently running at in 'excess of $300million per year. Unhappily,

9'f~pl'~Irf';fraud or practices forbidden by' the National Health Act do occur, involving'

'§al'.:{?rac ~rtioners, and their lJatients. Committees of inquiry have been established ·as

~efri8.tive',lo,court actions against doctors, but whether in court or in a committee of

:y,) provisii:lrt, is made for sanctions. Sometimes, let us be perfectly frank, sanctions

. tii'ely ·"warranted. have been imlJressed with the sincerity with which

~~seiifativ~s::bf.the various branches of the medical profession have asserted that their

c0,#;~errij~ nol;-to,·protect the' dishonest, fraudulent doctor or patient, but to ensure'that in

·'ri~estigating :cases, the privacy of patient records should, so ,far as possible, be guarded

mi~'-:%ecurea,- ;and the 'investigation limited so far as possible - so that it does not

;~~~'ceSSarilY,upset sensitiJe, worried and sometimes highly vUlnerabl,e patients.
./

;,Pne .matter which has caused anxiety is the a'nalysis of prescribing patterns

,1:>Y particular medical practitioners. It is claimed that this intrudes upon the

y~cy:_-:cof_ 'the relationship between doctor and patient. On the other .hand, the

~artm;.entof Health. has put to us the contention that reports on doctors1 prescribing

, )~tic,es are -generated by computers sometimes· at the request of the individual doctor

.' d frequently-,far general statistical information on the use of particular drugs. The

:~chinery, it is said, provides an opportunity for doctors to compare their own particular

f,escribing patterns' with the average of other doctors. It is acknowledged that in some

·ses· there are,justifiable reasons for differences. But in other cases, it is claimed, there

~~',alegitimate social entitlement to call differences to attention and even, possibly, to

~,ise the.·question of irregularity.' Mention was made in one s~bmission to us oC the'use of

~pO-:-M-edrol.. The average"dispensed price of pharmaceutical ~enefits for this drug'is less

,h'an, $5 for ,five ampOUles. Th~ drug has a Commonwealth dispensed price' of $14.07. Jt is

_he:'highest priced of the ,relevant long-acting injections. Long-term usage of the drug is

s~id, to produce unwanted systemic effects, includfng so-called 'moon-facel changes.
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The Australian Drug Evaluation -Committee has reported on adverse drug reactions. It is

claimed that, in these circumstances, ther-e is a legitimate social intereSt in prescription

patterns, which go beyond the normal in relation to this drug. It is expensive to Society as

a w~o.le. It may be potentially d~maging to patients. At the very least doctors who are

well out of line with the average c>hould, so it is said, be counselled, lest they are not

aware of problems and ,side effects.

In .days gone by, before national health and computer analysis, it is true that the

prescription patterns of doctors were not considered a legitimate matter of concern to

Departments of Health, Commonwealth .or State. The introduction of- pUblic funding nnd

the potential of computer scrutiny has certainly diminished the absolute confidentiality of

the relationship between the health care provider and the patient. I realise that some

medical practitioners and others, both in private practice and '-in hospitals, have their

doubts about this procedure. ali the 'other hand, there will certainly be many in our

society who will say that he who pays the mediCal piper may call the tunc, at least to the

extent of protecting the revenue against clear exceptional claims and protecting patients

agaInst indIvidual practitioner ignorance or oversight. Certninly, recent coses in the

context both of the files of solicitors and of doctors suggest that -the scope of the power

of government officials to examine confidential client and patient records is greater than

it was hitherto assumed.7..~,

-"
TOWARDS EFFECTIVE PRIVACY LEGISLATION

The Law Reform Commission has proposed comprehensive laws in the Federal

sphere for the better protection of individual privacY, -inclUding in relation to medical

confidences. Time does not permit a detailed discussion of our proposals. Four of these

recommendations made are particularly.important in the present context. They relate to:

Subject access to his personal, medical or hospital record.

Limitations on disclosures from the record without the SUbject's authorisation.

Formulation, through the medium of a Privacy Council, of legally enforceable

standards for data security in record-keeping practices.

A new uniform regime of control over the entry, search and seizure powers of all

Commonwealth and Territory officials, so that normally these powers should be

exercisable only on the basis of a warrant granted by a judicial officer on

reasonable grounds of suspicion relating to specific matters, the warrant stated in

detailed and particular terms.
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<"'''''''01 only with the first three of these subjects.

TO HOSPITAL RECORDS

··}0.ne:can a~proach the issue of patient access to his hospital record in two woys.

:~:¥~·,·:~re-~~an say that, as 8 matter of ethics. and morality, people's information

sshouldfbe fair and that fairness can only be achieved where there is lmutuality',
~-i;""-'

.aring. of knowledge and control, between record-keeper and record-subject. Access

'e~il~l·~~to~chie.vemutuality;.ond mutUality in, record:-keeping. practices is essential if

~~_~';~~t~nomy is to be upheld in the face of develol?ments in information practices

6j~iO~Y:;plJ..t.the value at risk. If this argument does not appeal, then resort may be had

:V~~;~"-p;agmatic approach, namely, that because there. is now a risk of medical

:~~;~~b~i~gwidelYshared with others interested in their contents, it is crucial that the
.."~"~,,,,,.: "> ',' '
:(~Y:~e:,~~pt as accurate as ,possible and for the patient to know what is being recorded

j~"7t~/·;.\~q~:~~ct inaccuracies· that .may affect education~ career advancement,or

c$.rQtn.e.nt,.o:; be~efits. The possibility of "access will create greater objectivity and
,.;;' ''''.~'.' ....,. -- . .
!lra:~y~i!1"'r,ecording information about patients; and, of course, in the no .doubt lim ited
.",""':'''''''' -'....
·b.E~r'.~of;·situations in which any right of access would be exercised by' patients, there

.,",.,1:,.,,,,

ill be'~-a":.'double-check, involving. the patient himself, of the accuracy of the material

.cord-edl~erein.Thirdly, an argument related to. the foregoing in suppor-t of access runs

f9lJ;QWs; ~hose who might oppose access would nevertheless agree that there ought to be
.;'-:-",-"",.:r__ ...,

~,l~;!iqp:;>:. on disclosure of the hospital record. Most opponents to access would

-,;~:~Qel~ss,;j3.gree', that a hospital record ought generally not to be disclosed- without the

~onsertfof~the·patient. But a patient cannot really give consent unless he knows to what
.,~.. ' '"' .':' ,;. .

'I',.~ ~,onsenting ~o and he will not know what he is consenting unless he has access to the

?E,?Jro~.y.rhich it is proposed to make disclosure.

:.<' _ ..Submissions to the Commission on the issue· of access fall into thr.ee g~oups. At

-2,ue.endor the scale are the various associations and organisations representing doctors

:~y.:~~ichLby and large, quite vigorously oppose access•.At the other' end of the scale are the

/.~~~presentationsfrom individual doctors and allied health professionals who take the .view

,~,~ich'i'-can,.r~ther crudely be summed up in the SUbmission ~fone to' the .effect that 'the

patient· might just as well'have accesS to his.-record. Everybody else does'. Sitting on the

:~~{fence;are some groups repres~nting_medicalrecord administrators, who, While generally in

-41'tagreement with the principle of patient access, are acutely aware of the attendant
,problems.
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The essential issue is whether, even if there. is a genuine value in creating

mutuality in the hospi.tal-patient and doctor-patient relationship, a right of access to

written records Would be of much help to the average patient. Would it in fact prove

counterproductive to his interes~s, brjngi~g about double-entry hospital record-keeping,

causing the patient who gained access to become confused or anxious as a result of his

newly acquired information, and so antagonising doctors as to encourage corrosive

attitudes of non-cooperation: attituqes capable of spill-over into other areas of work. ,

As noted above, the Commission has received ~ubmissions opposing access from"

doctors representing the interests of large institutions, and from associations, formal nnd

informal, representing the interests of doctors_ themselves. These submissions, although

varied in nature and content, basically provide variations upon the one theme, namely,

'that the doctor should decide what patients need to know about their records, and that

any interference with the doctor's jUdgment might lead patients to ·become worriedJ

undermining good medical care: The submissions emphasise the fiduciary relationship

between doctor and patient, pointing out that access would be a violation of -the duty to

withhold information Which would be harmful to the best interests of the patient as a

matter of sound medical judgment; or summing it up, 'doctor knows best'. The submissions

claim that. patient access could itself increase the danger of unauthorised access,

partiCUlarly if a copy is released to the patient; and they emphasise the threat which

patient access would hold to the developing process of 'peer review'.

None of these fears has been borne out-by the United States experience, where

access is already fairly widespread, and by the experience of record-keepers in the health

care area in Australia Which presently allow access.

First, as to the United States experience, the Committee on Government

Operations, to which was referred the Bill for a Federal Privacy of Medical Information

Act, to protect the privacy of medical information, in its report of March 19, 19808,

indicated that it found near universal acceptance cif the basic concept of patient access to

medical information. Those who testified in favour of some type of patient access

included the American Medical Association, the American Hospital Association, the

American Medical Records Association, the American Psychiatric Association, the

National Commission On Confidentiality of Health Records, the American Academy 0(

Pediatrics, the American Civil Liberties Union and the Health Research Group.
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Secondly, as to the experience of health and welfare organisations which

:~~entlY allow sUbject access, I refer to the example of a child welfat.'e charity, stUdied

.\~e':'Dav{- Reform Commission, which keeps' files on each child received into its care,

il~diri.g'-'the· 'reports received from the referring. organisation, medical reports,

chlat'ric're{?orts if applicable, and -a contract worked out with the natural parent, Of·

rdi-an, 'a.t'the time of admission. All of these files are written in Such a way that When

·~e-.chi1d reaches 18 years of age, that child should be able to read it.- In preparing the file

-n a child~ SUbjective assessments and value jUdgments are avoided as much. as possible.

";-tJe..soCial.worker knows that it might be read! Assertions such as that a-child's, mother

haS: thE{ morals of a prostitute! or that his "father 'seems a violent man', found'in other

health ;:care records stUdied by the Commission, are avoided by this ,organisation. The

bbjed~ivefactsare set down in this agency's files, rather than tDe professional's subjective

,_Goncius"ions'drawn from- those facts. Files are maintained on prospective foster parents,

~'who -Biso~ have- the right of acce~s.-Once 'again, thes:e files are delicate and highly \?ersonal,

~':"conta:ining social histories -arid behavioural assessments obtained from separate interviews

-with '-each prospective 'parent and from an interview with both applicants conducted

}together. The experience of this organisation with such forms of access has been: highly
-. _positive:'

.",...., ' Obviously in ystralia, with so' much professional resentment, access could only

. be graaually introduced in the hospital context. The Law Reform Commission's proposals

includ'e':"one for a Privacy Gouncil, which could establish standards for record-keeping

p'i'~~ttce:s"for hospitals, including limited accesS rights. Not only should access rights be

introduced' gradUally in the hospital context,- they should also initially be limited' to that

part-"of' the' record which might. be considered" the 'official record', consisting _of all

pers'onar-ractual data about the patient - 'social and family histories; complaintsj tests;

examination results; "records of diagnoses; treatment summaries;' drug regimens;.'payment

information; and any other data which might be described' as 'official'; and' access should

be subje'ct to certain limitations - as where the interests of the subject himself, of a

third party or of the public, would be detrimentally affected.9 Introduction of access

rights to hospital records, if pursued in this way, should P9se no problems and prove of

benefit in securing privacy protection in the Australian hospital context.
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LIMITATIONS ON DISCLOSURE

The rules for disclosure provided by the law of contract and by equitable

doctrines concerned with confidential information provide an inadequate framework for

.controlling disclosure iri the hospital context. The Commission's proposals, if adopted,

would substitutes statutory code for vague judicial precedent. The essential elements for

that code would be as follows:

The dissemination of information from the patient's record should not exceed that

necessary to satisfy the purpose for which the information was collected. This is a

flexible concept which recognises that complex administrative settings produce a

high incidence of flows of information dictated by practical- necessity. Medical

records administrators, couriers, nUrses, cardiologists and surgeons may all be

required to handle a medical record in the course of hospitnl treatment of the data

sUbject. This is an in~ta.nce of multiple handling of a- record dictated by

administrative necessity.

Disclosures from hospital records made' in response to inquiries from areas of

Federal government such as Social Security, or from health insurers, the !:,urpose of

the inquiry being tq·corroborate or verify financial-or other information supplied by
1

the patient, shoulo be permissible, but only Where the patient has been given notice

of the practice of the hospital in supplying information for a routine 'dOUble-check',

and where he has been given an opportunity of suggesting acceptable alternative

means of verification if the one accepted by the hospital is unsatisfactory to him.

In the hospital context, the concept of 'necessary use' would encompass access to

the records by those on the hospital staff who 'need to know' details concerning the

patient's condition and treatment, but not otherwise. The 'routine check' concept

would apply only where the patient is notified of a routine practice, to Which the

hospital is party, of providing verification of details supplied to 8 third party by the

patient himself.

Disclosures which are not reasonably necessary for the purpose or purposes for

which the information was acquired should not be made from the patient's hospital

record unless -

•. with his authorisation, or in the case of an incapable person, the authorisation

of someone legallY empowered to act on his behalf;

•• under authority or compulsion of law;
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the patient, shoul'O be permissible, but only where the patient has been given notice 

of the practice of the hospital in supplying information for a routine 'double-check', 

and where he has been given an opportunity of suggesting acceptable alternative 

means of verification if the one accepted by the hospital is unsatisfactory to him. 

In the hospital context, the concept of 'necessary use' would encompass access to 

the records by those on the hospital staff who 'need to know' details concerning the 

patient's condition and treatment, but not otherwise. The 'routine check' concept 

would apply only where the patient is notified of a routine practice, to Which the 

hospital is party, of providing verification of details supplied to a third party by the 

patient himself. 

Disclosures which are not reasonably necessary for the purpose or purposes for 

which the information was acquired should not be made from the patient's hospital 

record unless -

•. with his authorisation, or in the case of an incapable person, the authorisation 

of someone legally empowered to act on his behalf; 

•• under authority or compulSion of law; 
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.~re:the disclosure is made iIi. good faith on "reasonable grounds and is likely to

-Ieve'a'serious threat to the life or health of another individual or to· the life

'~belHth of the subject himself;

~h;'~ase' of ~olice inquiry conc~rned with an emergency in connection with the

'tevention or investigation 'of the commission of a serious offence involving

.-,t!Q.ger" to individuals or pUblic safety;

.-theA:elevant authorities, where there is an imminent threat to public health

),";/safety arising from circumstances unrelated to any ~each of the law,

,c-. ~qtiir-i'ng the authorities to frace possible carriers of a disease or to take

-;~pr~.ventativemeasures on a large scale to avoid a serious threat to public health

,,~:i;,ot-5afetY·

Di;sglosures from the hospital record for audit purposes, or disclosures for

. S'tatistfcal research purposes, which, SUbject -to al?~ropriate controls; should be

,pef:missible. But exam~les of the following kind must be avoided:

>~~:<:,,;,<A;woman had been treated for a sensitive condition by a medical practitioner

,:~,::,,';/who'was still a student in his chosen field of s(?ecialisation. Her case was

.J. written up as a case study as a requirement for this course. Investigation

revealed that the woman was identified both by description and by .name in that

:':.<study.IO

""'!JJhrough the mechanism of the Privacy CouncUll, standards should be

~~g~!:lpgd-.to; apply generally throughout the extended care facility and care hospital

,:~ystem"r:equiringreasonable measures to be taken by record-keepers to prevent improper

~~ccess,or,:accidentalrelease of information. In relation to the destruction of information,

~he hospital record-keeper should -not keep personal patient information once it is no

1.origer -relevant for the purposes which govern the collection of the information or ·to any

continuing-. re~ationship between the record-keeper and '.,the SUbject, a proposition

- elaborated upon below.

:Data Security in Hospitals. A Privacy Council, which could include amongst its

, members representatives from hpspitals associations and other such organisations, could

elaborate standards renecting a basic principle that data should be as secure as possible

to p'reserve patient confidentiality consistent with the comJ?uter being used to its full

advantage to facilitate the delivery and administration of high quality patient care. In this

context, the experience of The London Hos~ital in developing a data security program for
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-its computer, is instructive. The experience documented -in 'Some Problems of

Confidentiality in Medical Computingl12 shows how flexibly a computer may be used to

liJ'flit access on a 'need to know' basis and to reduce the possibility of unlawful intrusion.

The writers of this article make the point13 that:

As medicine becomes more complex, both in concept and technology, more and

more people must inevi~ably be involved in the care of an individual patient. It

is doUbtful whether this is fUlly realised by the general pUblic. If it was, they

could in theory decide what degree of dissemination of information about

themselves they would find acceptable, having appreciated the degradation of

quality of care that must result from limitations on dissemination. From a

practical point of view such a decision could be very difficult and the situation

currently seems to be one in which the public by implication trust the health

care profession to proceed in a reasonable fashion. It follows from the

increasin~ number of people involved in health care that it is impossible to

maintain perfect confidentiality of information on any system, manual or

computer. Thus The London Hospital has 4,000 employees and it would be

possible for some individual, for instance, to don a white coat and stethoscope

and pose as a doctor, thereby gaining access to a patient's record folders; ward

staff are encouraged to challenge unrecognised persons but this cannot be a

total safeguard against a determined person.

Two comments may be made on that assessment. First, written in 1976, it

. precedes the growing mood of consumers of all forms of services and products to have a

greater say in matters relating to their quality and mode of delivery.14 A 'Privacy

Council, \yhich would represent industry, consu~er and government groupings in society,

would provide a satisfactory compromise between the two extremes of limiting

decision-making on matters affecting the consumer entirely to persons gaining from the

delivery of the service and of seeking full pUblic discussion and endorsement of. every

decision affecting the consumer. SecondlY,where hospitals make decisions concerning~,

their own data security in isolation from the experience of other hospitals and from the

experience of computer users generally, there is a risk that they may fail to keep ablrea.st'",'

of developments in the area, for example, new standards for. encryption of personal

information, which are both economically feasible, practically possible, and highly

desirable in the interests of patient confidentiality. Again, a Privacy Council would

provide a mechanism for keeping hospitals abreast, and encouragirfg the sharing of

knOWledge, of developments in modes of achieving desirable data security standards.
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Medical Records. In a paper delivered in 1979 to the Eighth

on'ference on Medical Records15 , Mr V.F. Kiessling recommends against

'oiCc:if:fuedical recorqs. Mr Kiessling takes this view, because, if a patient
t' '.. i '.''.~ ~ '. -,' , .

.~.r}fin}njtiry because no. 'records were kept or because they were faulty or
'-~:~oil1d be 'entitled to sue the hospital in negligence: there is always the

~"l~'~~~ords of patients, if retained, might assist in preventing harm befalling

-~r~~6:;'~ission~ Mr Kiessling also alludes to the fact that a cause of action for

.-doe:~_not arise until such time as the damage to a patient manifests itself, and

-:ri1s~:::-~6~:~x~mPle, of exposure to excessive radiation, this could be many years

':fi~i~~h~r~~ from hospital. So also, in the case of children, there are special rules

~~:'tO-~it~e;:rC(fntmencement of the period of limitation in which an action might be

~'t.. ~-f..' 'W~li kept hospital record may assist the ~ospital in defending i~e1f. He

tf&:s.that 'the responsibility to keep full and accurate medical records and to keep

, elTl~';a:~ce'ssible· is not only necessary for patient care but also a way of ensuring that if a

i!h'~~,:_~ises between a patie~t and a third party or the patient and the hospital those

tdS/daii:~bK:used in' evidence. Donlt forget that well kept records can be a hospital's

·<1e"f.e=ri~-eJ~6

Obviously, the issue of destruction 'of records generally, but in particular, of

th-re~~ords/-With the' EWidemiological, historical, genealogical and other advantages to
r

obtained from the'ir.i-;etention, is a difficult one. It is clearly not practicable to frame

tailed standards of general application to govern the issue of destruction. As with the

amhig"of security 'measures, this is a matter best -left to discussion, advice and where

,.cesSary'-to,·regul,:!-tory control, devised by the proposed Australian Privacy Council•

.~, PUblic debate on the Commission's proposals f!'r laws to prot~ct the privacy of

~u~tralianshas displayed broadly based community 'support for information privacy rights.

_c,:urveysconducted for the Commission: indicate that. an overwhelming majority of

':~ustralians believe that they should have a right of .access to records held., by

;r.ecord-keepers such as employers and credit bureaux! Hospitals will not be immune from

:~he tide_whiCh runS in favou~ of greater rights for the patient. At present there are no

>,g~neral 'and effective individual rights in hospitals and other record-keeping areas, upheld

.:by the law. The time is near when action will be expected.
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II. ALRC DP 14.

3. ibid.

This paper draws extensively upon a paper by Associate Professor Robert

Hayes, Law Reform Commissioner, tprivacy and Confidentiality in Hospitals',

delivered to the Victorian Hospitals Association 1980 Annual Conference, 27

November 1980, Melbourne, mimeo. -Professor Hayes. is the Commissioner in

charge of the Australian Law Reform Commission inquiry into privacy laws.
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